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ABSTRACT
Parallel computing is maturing to become a viable ap-
proach for increasing CFD mesh resolution and reducing
turnaround times|many of todays commercial programs
are already available for parallel architecture machines, and
software tools exist to help with automated paralleliza-
tion of irregular (unstructured) scienti�c problems. How-
ever, despite numerous impressive demonstrations of appli-
cations, it is still not exactly clear when and how these will
really impact on the way we do turbomachinery CFD. The
current paper does not even attempt to answer such a gen-
eral question, but instead presents the authors experience
and views obtained while developing parallel codes for both
industry and in conjunction with their own research work.
We give a brief review of events leading up to the present

situation, and explain why parallel processing is the ac-
cepted route to follow. We then describe our parallel un-
structured code; discuss practical issues relating to parallel
performance; present some sample test case calculations;
and �nally consider a possible scenario regarding the role
and requirements for similar computations in the future.

INTRODUCTION
Since the late 1980's engineering CFD has unashamedly
become dominated by the Risc based workstations which
have roughly doubled performance each 18 months. Such
growth has shifted CFD from the supercomputers onto the
desktops, and moved us|as end users|from 2 to 3D prob-
lems. At the same time engineers have become noticeably
detached from the computer architecture and accustomed to
simply porting their existing code onto the latest machine|
expecting a regular speedup. As we explain below, this may
not continue uninterrupted for much longer, unless we put
more e�ort into the way we implement our codes.

However before proceeding we note that two typical time
constants have evolved within nearly all disciplines which
undertake numerical calculations: these being the extended
co�ee break (say 2 hours), and overnight. The explanation
for this is biologically evident. The important point to note
is that often we tend to customize our problems so that
they �t into either of these two categories. It is interesting
to consider the type of problem one was solving in each
category; 10 (or just 5) years ago, compared with now; and
what we hope to be doing in 5 and 10 years time. Such
contemplation is fruitful if one understands how things have
developed in the past.

BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Figure 1 shows the development of peak megaop perfor-
mance typical for three di�erent category of machine ven-
dors; Cray (supercomputer), Convex (mini-super), and HP
(Risc-based processor).

Figure 1: Comparison of Peak Machine Performance.

The approximately linear logarithmic growth is evident,
with the supercomputers maintaining their leading role.
However it should not go unnoticed that the most recent
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machines are parallel. A more revealing comparison is pre-
sented in Fig.2 showing peak single processor performance.
Note the revised scale and that the top of the range has
been relatively constant for the past 10 years.

Figure 2: Peak Single Processor (PE) Performance.

Performance is closely related to the clock-period (mea-
sured in nanoseconds) as plotted in Fig.3. We observe that
these are actually converging towards a limit around 1-2
nanoseconds. The di�erence between the Cray-1 and the
C90 (17 years later) is only a factor of four. Similarly IBM's
RS6000|a Risc processor, not shown for clarity|moved in
one generation only from 16 to 13.9 nanoseconds: this was
partly due to the added complication of putting multiple
chips on a single processor. The alternative approach pre-
ferred by DEC on their Alpha, is a single-chip cpu running
at 5 nanoseconds (200MHz). One can be reasonably certain
that the supercomputer manufacturers would have moved
into the GHz range, if they had felt that it was economically
feasible.

Figure 3: Trends in Processor Clock Cycles.

To maintain progress, manufacturers are instead consid-
ering more sophisticated architectures. The HPPA-8000 is
capable of doing up to four instructions per clock period.
Such superscalar capabilities is similar to the parallelism al-
ready used on the vector processors. However, within one
or two generations Risc manufacturers will be at the same
limits1 that the vector manufacturers have already reached
(see Seitz and Matisoo,1984).
As already inferred by Fig.1 the solution adopted by

many is parallel processing. The Cray C90 is a 16-processor

1These are primarily due to signal propagation (about 0.6 times
the speed of light), heat dissipation, and circuit design restrictions.

shared-memory machine, where each processor can access
any part of the memory. Such a con�guration is often sim-
pler to program|but not very scalable. Our own work fo-
cuses on a distributed-memory type con�guration, such as a
workstation cluster or the T3D (and successor T3E), which
can have up to 2048 Risc-based processors. Here each pro-
cessor has its own memory, and speci�cally message-passes
data when required.
Overall, the movement towards parallelism is accepted

and also well documented by Trew and Wilson(1991). How-
ever, despite some early demonstrations of improved perfor-
mance eg. Hammond and Barth(1991), Venkatakrishnan et
al.(1992), it was genuinely di�cult for us, as end-users, to
gauge both the timing and the extent to which we should
parallelize. The sentiments expressed by Worlton(1992)
perhaps reect the experience of many participants up un-
til quite recently. Nonetheless by 1995 a somewhat clearer
picture was beginning to emerge, both regarding machine
hardware and software applications. Several authors, such
as Das et al.(1994a), Hustad and Jennions(1995), Fischberg
et al.(1995), and Nance et al.(1995), had for example pre-
sented CFD calculations using MPP machines.
At the same time however, our own experience suggested

that industry was not too interested in paying for the MPP
technology, where M means hundreds or even thousands of
processors2 . In practice there would appear to be very few
industrial CFD groups which could achieve a cost-e�ective
bene�t by adopting a massive approach. Instead the mar-
ket seems to be opening for machines having 2 to say 8
processors (available in increments of one!). The new ter-
minology is mPP with "m" for modest. The reason for this
is most probably due to �nancial constraints, caution, and
those millions of lines of tried and trusted Fortran which
have been developed for serial processing over the years.
We return to explain the signi�cance of these trends during
the �nal discussion part of the paper.
But �rst we describe our own contribution. For clarity we

will limit our discussion to considering unstructured CFD.
We recognise that there are several aspects relating to par-
allelization of structured and hybrid codes which could be
treated in a di�erent manner.

CODE DEVELOPMENT
Parallelization of a numerical algorithm is a question of
distributing the problem over several processing elements
(PE's), then identifying which variables are not locally
available on a processor, and obtaining these variables by
inter-processor communication. Herein lies the challenge
to high-performance computing in the future|memory la-
tency. Latency can be measured by clock-periods required
to get data from RAM memory, through the cache and into
the registers on the CPU. With serial and vector processing,
competent memory sub-systems and compiler optimization,

2At which stage, according to Steve Wallach, the founder of Con-
vex, it should stand for "masochistic". No doubt Justin Ritner of
Intel Scienti�c Computing would have an opposite view. Nonetheless
we found the web site http://www.convex.com very useful, and have
unashamedly used some of the information they have made public.
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minimize the requirement for detailed programming, lead-
ing to a latency of just a few periods. Even workstations
with a large cache can ensure that memory access is suf-
�ciently fast to keep the CPU continuously busy. On a
parallel machine, if data is far from the PE, latency can be
in the order of hundreds of clock-periods, resulting in ex-
tensive waiting for data to arrive. This is the fundamental
reason why sustained megaop speeds on real applications
are usually an order of magnitude less than the peak values
quoted by vendors.

To help engineers implement their codes on these ma-
chines, programming tools (primitives) such as Grids
(Gueder et al., 1994) for structured and unstructured grid
problems, Multiblock Parti (Berryman et al., 1991) for
multigrid codes, Chaos (Das et al., 1994b) and PILAR (Lain
and Banerjee, 1995) for unstructured grid problems, and
Meta-Chaos (Edjlali et al., 1996) for interoperability be-
tween hybrid primitives, have become available.

Our code, called PNEWT, originates from 1993, at which
time most of these primitives were not available, and PVM
(Geist et al.,1993) seemed the most appropriate message-
passing library to implement on a workstation cluster. Pri-
marily because it was free and could also be used on a
wide variety of other parallel platforms. We employ a so
called coarse grain parallelization using a parent with chil-
dren paradigm. Thus the parallel code is actually two dis-
tinct executables comprising the parent (running on a large
front-end host machine) which spawns the children running
on the parallel machine. In Fig.4 we show four distinct
phases which constitute the parallel solution process.
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Figure 4: Sketch of the Parent with 4 Children.

Initially the parent performs phase I by partitioning the
problem into sub-domains. The main criteria for mesh par-
titioning is that it should be reasonably fast (compared
with the time it takes to do the CFD) and minimizes
the number of cuts so that inter-processor communication
does not destroy overall performance. We currently (for
large problems) use the parallel multi-level recursive spec-
tral bisectioning (PMRSB)3 algorithm developed by Steve
Barnard/CRI speci�cally for the Cray T3D. This algorithm
is based on the earlier MRSB routine of Barnard and Si-
mon(1992), which is also included as an option in the code
when running on platforms other than the T3D.
During phase II each child receives its local mesh, renum-

bers and generates complete communication tables. For
phase III the children calculate their local problem while
message passing to update ow variables across inter-
domain boundaries. Finally in phase IV, the parent receives
and reconstructs the ow �eld solution so as to ensure com-
patibility with the original data �le. In reality we will soon
reach the situation where our data �les become too large
to handle on a single machine, so that both re�nement and
graphics will also have to be done using parallel algorithms.

Description of the Navier�Stokes Solver

Our solver was originally parallelized from the serial code
NEWT developed by Dawes(1992). This applies the con-
servation integral form of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes equations comprising of continuity, momentum in
three directions, and energy. In addition turbulence is mod-
elled by low-Reynolds number k�� equations (Patel et al.,
1985). With the same notation used by Dawes(1993), we
present below the current formulation in the code.
The equations of motion are written in a right-handed

Cartesian (X,T,R) coordinate system rotating with speed

 about the X axis so that,
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3Available by anonymous ftp from ftp.arc.umn.edu
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The relative velocity is given by, q = Vx {̂x + Vt {̂t +Vr {̂r and
the rothalpy is,

I = cpTorel �
1

2
(
r)2 (2)

The solver applies the full stress tensor given by,
� = �p I + � where,

� = 2� def(q)�
2

3
�(rq) I

with the mean strain-tensor written as,

def(q) =
1

2

n
r q+ (r q)

T
o

and viscosity, � = �l+�T , where �l is the laminar viscosity,
while the turbulent viscosity is de�ned as,

�T = �f�c1k
2=� (3)

The turbulent production term is,

G = 2�(def(q))2 �
2

3
�(rq)2

and,

� = cp

�
�l

Pr
+

�T

PrT

�

with Pr = 0:72 and PrT = 0:9.
The low-Reynolds number damping functions adopted by

Dawes take the following form;

f� = 1� exp(�0:008ReT )

f1 = 1� (0:06=f�)
3

f2 = 1� exp(�Re2T )
ReT = �k2=�l�

(4)

where the y-dependent functions proposed by Reynolds
(1976) for f�, and by Lam and Bremhorst(1981) for f1 and
f2, have been replaced by equivalent functions dependent
on the turbulence Reynolds number ReT . This modi�ca-
tion was originally introduced to avoid explicitly evaluating
wall proximity. However recent comparisons with by-pass
transition DNS data (Savill,1996) suggests that the result-
ing model provides an improved representation of the eddy
viscosity damping for such ows.
The constants in the k�� model take their conventional

values of,

c1 = 0:09; c2 = 1:0; c3 = 0:769; c4 = 1:44; c5 = 1:92

The system is closed by an equation of state,

p = �( � 1)

�
E �

1

2
(q � q � (
r)2)

�
(5)

with  as the speci�c heat ratio.

Finite�Volume Spatial Discretization

In contrast to the code presented by Dawes(1993) and par-
allelized by Hustad and Jennions(1995), the present version
has been discretized in a fully conservative manner using
non-overlapping control volumes. The residual terms are
calculated by considering ux through faces associated with
edges between nodes, as opposed to the earlier formulation
which calculated ux through faces of each tetrahedral cell.

K1

K2

K3

K4

I

G

G1

G2

Figure 5: Edge Face Associated with one Tetrahedron.

Refering to Fig.5, consider all cells which share the edge
[K1,K2]. The face associated with this edge4 is the sum
of the faces [I,G,G1] and [I,G,G2], where: I is the midpoint
along the edge; G is the centroid of the tetrahedron; G1 and
G2 are the centres of the cell faces which share the edge.
The control volume at K1 is formed by joining the edge
faces connected to the node. This volume is one fourth of
the volume of all tetrahedra which touch K1.
Discretization of the ux integral at each node is ob-

tained by summing the uxes through all connected edge
faces. This ux is calculated using the average of U(K1)

and U(K2).

Computation of Viscous Terms

Evaluation of viscous stresses is complicated by having to
discretize the �rst derivatives of p=� ; the components of q ;
as well as k and � in the turbulence equations. These gradi-
ents are associated with edges, and formed using the aver-
age of nodal derivatives at K1 and K2. To avoid odd-even
decoupling, the derivative is not calculated by applying the
(convective) edge-based scheme, but instead evaluated from
weighted averaging|based upon cell volume|ofderivatives
obtained using the divergence theorem in each cell. The �-
nal computation of viscous terms is then realised using the
edge-based scheme, with edge gradients, and mean values
for viscosity and velocity, based on the nodes at either end
of the edge.

4We use the terminology edge face to distinguish this from a tetra-
hedron cell face. Furthermore we denote a node which is adjacent to
a solid surface formed by the remaining three nodes, as a fourth node.
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Arti�cial Dissipation

The arti�cial dissipation term proposed by Jameson(1985)
is added to the discretized physical ux integral. This com-
bines a blend of second and fourth-order smoothing by sum-
ming �rst and third-order uxes|computed at the edge
face|over the edges. The dissipation is scaled by esti-
mating the spectral radii of the (inviscid) Jacobian matrix
across the face (by analogy with upwind schemes, see Pul-
liam(1986)). This approach facilitates linear stability anal-
ysis for time integration, and also tuning of the amplitude
of the dissipation terms. This is especially important in
the viscous regions where a particular problem is that high
cell aspect ratio can often lead to a large variation between
the directional scaling factors. We have therefore included
the smoothing algorithm proposed by Martinelli(1987) to
minimize this imbalance.
To limit interference between arti�cial and physical vis-

cosity, fourth-order smoothing is reduced by a factor of 10
in the momentum and energy equations, throughout the
ow �eld, as suggested by Watterson(1994). Furthermore,
when calculating fourth-order smoothing adjacent to vis-
cous surfaces, we remove the third-order dissipative uxes
along edges which have one, and only one, fourth node. This
e�ectively retains streamwise smoothing while reducing the
contribution of the normal dissipative uxes, and improves
the boundary layer turbulence pro�le, as shown by Braaten
and Connell(1996).

Time Integration

Integration in time to a steady-state solution is performed
using an explicit 4-stage Runge-Kutta scheme, with viscous
and arti�cial dissipation terms calculated only on the �rst
stage. The time-step �tk at each node K is,

�tk =
�c �VkPedge

i=1 �i
(6)

where �i =
�� qi � Si

��+ aiSi, is the maximum inviscid eigen-

value computed along each edge touching K; Si is the sur-
face vector of the control volume �Vk associated with the
edge i; ai is the speed of sound; and �c is the CFL number.

Boundary Conditions

We distinguish between strong, weak, and inter-domain
boundaries. Strong boundary conditions are imposed at
the inow and outow planes. Assuming subsonic inow
we impose: total temperature; total pressure; ow angle;
turbulent kinetic energy; and turbulent dissipation rate.
The static pressure is extrapolated from the interior. Out-
ow conditions are maintained using a �xed static pressure,
while extrapolating the remaining variables.
Weak boundary conditions are imposed along solid sur-

faces by ensuring zero mass ux through the face. Along
viscous surfaces an adiabatic no-slip condition is imposed
for nodes on the surface. For adjacent (fourth) nodes hav-

ing u+y+ > 100, the wall shear-stress is calculated using the
relationship5,

2�w

�V2
4

= �0:001767+
0:03177

ln(Re4)
+

0:25614

fln(Re4)g
2

(7)

where Re4 = V4y4=�. Equation (7), originally proposed by
Denton(1992), approximates to the log-law,

u+ = 2:5 lny+ + 5:2 (8)

and avoids iterating to calculate skin friction. The turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate are then computed using
their log-law values.
Low-Reynolds number e�ects are considered when

y+ < 10: then the wall shear-stress is computed using the
normal gradient of velocity; the turbulent kinetic energy
becomes zero; and the turbulent dissipation rate is set to
the average of its values at the near-wall nodes, in order to
approximate zero normal gradient at the wall.
Inter-domain boundaries occur wherever a cell has a

neighbour on another PE. Domain decomposition was done
by the parent on a cellwise basis, so that these boundaries
are along cell faces.
In Fig.6 we show a two-dimensional representation of the

control volume around node K having adjacent nodes A-G.
The smaller circles represent the centroid of each cell. These
are joined by lines depicting the edge faces. The thick line
is an inter-domain boundary.

GA

FKB

EDC

Domain #1 Domain #2

Domain #3

Figure 6: Sketch of Control Volume Around a Node.

In Fig.7 the control volume has been partitioned over
three domains. The node K thus exists in triplicate, but
only part of the control volume resides on each PE. Edges
are not duplicated: for example edge KD in #2 has been
removed because it already exists in #1. Whenever this
occurs the volume associated with the edge must also be
transferred, as shown by the darker regions. The rule

5We have u+ = u=u� with u� =
p

�w=� and � = �
l
=� so that

y+ = u� y=�.
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is that higher numbered domains will pass their edges to
lower numbered neighbours, hence in the rather special case
shown in Fig.7 we see that #3 ends up with no contribution
to node K.

GA
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FKKB

EDDC

Domain #1 Domain #2

Domain #3

Figure 7: Sketch of Partitioned Control Volume.

One must also include periodic nodes within the inter-
domain communication scheme. To date we have found
that for large calculations this can result in a node existing
on up to six di�erent PE's.
Inter-domain communication occurs along the paths

marked by the double line, and is handled using either
PVM or Cray dependent message passing routines. Once
initialised, all communication between the children is man-
aged within one short subroutine|the code can therefore
easily be modi�ed to use other parallel communication lan-
guages if required.

PARALLEL PERFORMANCE
The code has been implemented on a cluster of six worksta-
tions, as well the 256 PE Cray T3D at EPFL (in practice
we tend to use 32 or at most 64 PE's).
The parallelized algorithm has been extensively tested to

ensure that the solution is independent of the number of
processors. During initialization the code will check (and
correct) the communication links: to date we have run with
nearly 3 million cells using 64 PE's without any communi-
cation errors.
Communication overhead varies with problem size and

the number of PE's used. A mesh of 1 million cells can
easily be distributed over our cluster, resulting in child ex-
ecutables requiring around 32Mb RAM on each machine.
Performance depends on system loading, but a typical value
is about 60�sec=cell=iteration, with less than 5% of the time
spent communicating. During day time hours performance
may drop by a factor of 3 due to other users, but nev-
ertheless a comparatively large job is innocuously running
in background mode lapping up spare cpu when available.

For our particular cluster, comprising of HP's (780; 2x755;
2x735; 715) we obtain optimum performance by not using
the slowest machine and instead load balancing over the
remaining �ve.
On the T3D, problem size is|for the time being|

primarily limited by our pre- and post-processing capabili-
ties, which are still handled using a large workstation. The-
oretically we could do calculations with 15 million cells using
128 PE's at about 3�sec=cell=iteration. However we would
need to develop the parallel algorithms to generate and an-
alyz this size of mesh. In practice we distribute 2 million
cells over 64 PE's and manage 300 iterations per hour6. The
single PE performance on the Alpha processor is 10 Mops.
This is low when compared with the never-to-be-attained
peak value of 150 Mops, but nevertheless realistic for an
unstructured code, due primarily to the small cache mem-
ory available on this particular processor. By contrast the
communication speed on the T3D is fast and we obtain an
almost linear speedup curve.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
For editorial reasons we include here only a limited selection
of validation results. Additional and more detailed compar-
isons using the parallel code have previously been reported
by Hustad et al.(1995), Hustad and Jennions(1995), and
Hustad(1996).

Laminar Flat Plate Boundary�Layer

Laminar ow over a at plate has been calculated at a Mach
number of 0.27. The incompressible Blasius pro�le was im-
posed at the inlet plane with Rex = 6� 104. Freestream to-
tal pressure was 100kN=m2 and total temperature 288 oK.
The exit pressure was �xed to 95kN=m2.
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Figure 8: Comparison of Laminar Velocity Pro�le.

The predicted velocity pro�le at Rex = 1:2� 105 is shown
in Fig.8, and compared with the theoretical solution. We

6Domain decomposition using PMRSB takes about 3 minutes!
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have re�ned twice in regions were total pressure was less
than 99.9% of freestream value, resulting in about 50 points
within the boundary-layer.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Laminar Temperature Pro�les.

Figure 9 shows the calculated temperature pro�les. The
good agreement helps con�rm that our solver and arti�cial
viscosity routines are correctly implemented.

Turbulent Flat Plate Boundary�Layer

Using the same free stream conditions as for the laminar
case, the inlet total pressure distribution was prescribed at
Rex = 5:0� 106 using a seventh power-law. The inlet val-
ues of k and � were �xed using the power-law value of the

skin-friction coe�cient, cf = 0:058=Re
1=5
x , which gives the

friction velocity. The turbulence length scale introduced by
Michel et al.(1969) was used to estimate the k and � distri-
bution from the start of the log-law to the outer region|
where the Cebeci-Smith(1974) eddy viscosity formulation
was used to approximate k.
For the present investigation the �rst mesh point adjacent

to the plate was at y+ = 80 so that low-Reynolds number
e�ects were not simulated|these will be investigated during
a later phase of the validation process.
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Figure 10: Comparison of Turbulent Log-Law Pro�le.

Fig.10 shows the calculated velocity pro�le together with
the log-law from Eq.(8) at Rex = 107. The comparison
through the logarithmic region up to y+ = 500 (one-tenth
boundary layer thickness) is very encouraging and con�rms
that we retrieve, what is after all, the underlying assump-
tions with respect to our modelling of the turbulence. Nev-
ertheless such a comparison is an important part of code
validation.

Subsonic Compressor Cascade

The V2 is a DCA linear compressor cascade originally tested
at DFVLR Braunschweig (Hoheisel,1985). The experimen-
tal work applied porous walls to induce variations in axial-
velocity density ratio. Our own experience is that de-
tailed comparisons with calculated results is critically de-
pendent upon the aspect ratio and distribution of stream-
tube contraction through the blade passage (Stark and Ho-
heisel,1981). For this reason we do not (for the time being)
use the test case for direct validation, but instead present
comparison between our parallel code and a well established
coupled viscous/inviscid program, called Mises (Drela and
Youngren,1995), which is used by ABB, Baden, in their de-
sign system. Such codes are reliable when calculating blade-
to-blade ow near design conditions, and useful for prelimi-
nary validation studies|they remove the uncertainty asso-
ciated with interpreting experimental data.

Figure 11: V2 Starting Mesh Containing 136k Cells.

The initial mesh is shown in Fig.11. This was subse-
quently re�ned to 690k cells, using Mach number and total
pressure as suitable criteria for resolving the boundary-layer
and wake. We have run both codes at nominal zero inci-
dence and inow Mach number of 0.34.
The pressure distribution is shown in Fig.12. The ow

around the leading edge di�ers slightly due to transition and
turbulence modelling details|which will be the focus of our
attention during future work. The distribution towards the
aft part of the blade is sensitive to exit ow angle, which
in turn is determined by the trailing edge Kutta condition.
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Figure 12: Comparison of Surface Pressure Distribution.

Here, entrainment into the suction surface boundary-layer
inuences the ow conditions. Given such minor di�erences,
overall, we �nd that the comparison is satisfactory.

Low � Speed Turbine Cascade

The Durham test case (Gregory-Smith and Cleak,1992) is a
generic turbine blade in a linear cascade. The blade length
is 224mm and axial chord(c) 181mm. Span is 400mm and
pitch 191mm. The incoming sidewall boundary-layer thick-
ness was 41mm. Reynolds number (based on chord and
exit velocity) was 0:4� 106. Experimentally the isentropic
exit Mach number is 0.11: we conducted the calculations at
Mach 0.4, but modi�ed the stagnation pressure and viscos-
ity to maintain a comparable Reynolds number.
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Figure 13: Two Views of a Four Partition Mesh.

Figure 13 shows the original mesh, containing 273,000
cells, partitioned into four domains labelled #1 to #4. In
view-I the inter-domain boundary between, for example, do-
main #2 and #3 is marked 2-3. The two smallest partitions
each have 45,500 cells, while the next has 68,000 and the
largest 114,000 cells. This led to a satisfactory load balance
on our workstation cluster. The two views of the blade pro-
vide an impression regarding the quality of the inter-domain
partitions. In view-II the observer has moved around and
sees the aft part of the suction surface.
An interim solution was subsequently re�ned up to 1.2

million cells and distributed over 64 PE's on the T3D. The
comparatively coarse midspan region is shown in Fig.14.

Figure 14: Midspan Mesh Around the Durham Blade.

The predominant feature of the ow �eld is an inter-
action between the sidewall boundary-layer and the wake.
In Fig.15 comparison is made between measured and cal-
culated total-pressure loss coe�cient (de�ned as di�erence
between the upstream and local value divided by inow dy-
namic pressure), at a location 0.28c downstream of the trail-
ing edge. The main structure of the secondary ow is well
captured, although the code slightly over predicts the losses.
The peak value of 1.5 is slightly higher than the measured
value of 1.1. However the strength of the wake is known
to be sensitive to correct modelling of laminar to turbulent
transition (Private Communication: Gregory-Smith, 1996).
Our assumption to date has been that the ow was fully
turbulent.

Figure 15: Comparison of Total Pressure Loss Coe�cient.
The observer is looking upstream with experimental results
shown on the right.
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Figure 16: Comparison of Exit Flow Angle.

Despite this, comparison of exit ow angle shown in
Fig.16 is actually quite good. The maximum value of �60o

agrees well with the measured value.

Transonic Turbine Cascade
Wehner(1996) investigated tip leakage ow around the outer
pro�le from the last-stage blade of a low-pressure steam
turbine, using the annular cascade test facility at EPFL
(B�olcs, 1983). The hub radius was 160mm and outer casing
200mm. There were 16 blades (with chord 75mm)uniformly
distributed about the circumference.
The pro�le together with calculated midspan Mach num-

ber contours are shown in Fig.17. Both surfaces are nearly
straight with maximum thickness of 3.0mm at 7% chord:
this decreases steadily ending in a trailing edge diameter of
1.7mm. Comparisons have been made with a tip-gap height
of 1.0mm and isentropic exit Mach number 1.40.

0.7

0.9
1.1

1.3

1.2

1.4

1.3

Figure 17: Midspan Mach Contours. Flow is from top left.

The mesh contained 1.8 million cells|with the majority
of these being re�ned to resolve the tip gap and endwall
ow. We estimate that there are at least 200k cells within
the tip gap region itself.
Figure 18 shows chordwise variation of static pressure (in

absolute units of mbar) at 50 and 90% spanwise locations.
The upper lines along the pressure surface compare very
well at both spanwise positions. At midspan on the suction
surface the lower dashed line can be compared with the
hollow triangles. The Mach contours in Fig.17 show that the
main ow remains supersonic, hence the rise and fall of the
pressure from 10 to 50% chord, reect a weak compression
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Figure 18: Comparison of Static Pressure Distribution.

and expansion which the ow experiences on leaving the
passage between the blades. At 60% the oblique TE shock
is just visible in the measurements. The calculated pressure
is slightly smeared, but nevertheless the trends are similar.
In particular the more uniform distribution at 90% span is
well predicted. For further details see Hustad et al.(1997).

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE FOR IIXCFD
Earlier we applied the acronym "mPP" because this is what
we believe we will be using for some years to come. It is
evident that a small number of comparatively powerful pro-
cessors o�er quit a reasonable speedup: we, for example,
have already attained 45�sec=cell=iteration on large prob-
lems with just 4 workstations. In contrast we estimate that
using 32 PE's on the more recent T3E would yield about
6�sec=cell=iteration7. The choice then becomes a question
of overall memory requirements versus cost.
Finally returning to our extended co�ee break in 5 years

time. We see a cost-e�ective mPP solution for a CFD
group to include, say 8 Risc-based processors (each pro-
viding about 100 Mops sustained performance with 0.5
Gb RAM) operating under the Unix system using a mes-
sage passing library within standard Fortran-90 code. In
ten years time is anybodies guess! However we do not see a
continued increase in the single PE performance, and should
therefore think about further parallelization strategies to
minimize communication, and use more implicit algorithms
to increase the CFL number.
If, as some will, one has available an MPP machine, we

should then focus on single-PE optimization, and develop
the pre- and post-processing algorithms capable of handling
meshes with up to 20 million cells.
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